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Brandenburg Telephone Company, Duo County Telephone Cooperative

Corporation, Inc., Highland Telephone Cooperative, Inc., Mountain Rural Telephone

Cooperative Corporation, Inc., North Central Telephone Cooperative Corporation, South

Central Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., and West Kentucky Rural

Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc. (collectively, the "RLECs") filed a formal

complaint on December 28, 2006 in response to Windstream East, LLC's

("Windstream") revision of its General Customer Services Tariff to include rates and

charges for usage of transit traffic services (tandem and end-office) on Windstream's



network by some RLECs ("transit tariff'). The RLECs seek a Final Order from the

Commission which: (1) rejects and cancels Windstream's amended transit tariff as

unfair, unjust, and unreasonable; and (2) requires Windstream to negotiate an inter-

carrier agreement with each of the RLECs that addresses the rates, terms, and

conditions of terminating transit traffic on their networks.

ln response, Windstream requests that the Commission find that: (1)

Windstream's transit tariff is an appropriate and lawful means for Windstream to

establish rates for the use of its network by third parties which have either refused or

failed to provide for such compensation arrangements via agreement; (2) the RLECs do

not have an agreement with VVindstream allowing them to route their traffic exchanged

indirectly with third parties through Windstream's network; (3) the RLECs are not

authorized to use Windstream's end-offices to transit their traffic to third parties; (4)

Windstream's transit tariff rates for tandem and end-office transit traffic services are just

and reasonable and not discriminatory; and (5) Windstream is entitled to payment

pursuant to the transit tariff from each RLEC routing traffic through Windstream's

network between December 16, 2006 and the date that the RLEC removed its traffic

from Windstream's tandem or end-office or entered into a transit agreement with

VVindstream.

A formal hearing was held for this proceeding on July 29, 2009. The parties

submitted simultaneous briefs on the issues on September 15, 2009. Having heard the

arguments of the parties and having reviewed the record, the Commission finds that this

matter is now ripe for decision.
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BACKGROUND

Windstream is an incumbent local exchange carrier ("ILEC") authorized by the

Commission to provide telecommunications service in various exchanges throughout

Kentucky. The RLECs are also ILECs authorized by the Commission to provide

telecommunications service in Kentucky. The RLECs have service territories posited

throughout various Kentucky counties. Windstream states that, in 2006, it discovered

that some RLECs were inappropriately using its network to transit their traffic to third

parties without compensating Windstream and that some RLECs were misusing

Windstream's end-offices as tandems.'indstream states that, prior to filing the transit

tariff, its translation engineers approached certain RLECs to notify them that their use of

Windstream's network was not authorized and Windstream attempted to work directly

with these RLECs to establish alternate arrangements. The company states that the

RLECs refused to move the traffic and failed to negotiate a timely transit agreement with

Windstream to use Windstream's tandems to transit the RLECs'ocal traffic to a third

party.'n response to these occurrences, Windstream states that it filed a revised

"General Customer Services Tariff'nd within that tariff included new rates for transit

'earing Testimony of Mr. Kerry Smith at 190. ("Hearing Testimony" refers to
the hearing transcript filed into the record of this proceeding on August 13, 2009.)

'he "third parties" are competitive local exchange carriers ("CLECs") providing
service to end-users within Windstream's territory. As CLECs do not have defined
service territories like the RLECs and VVindstream, they are able to provide service
anywhere in the state. The specific names of the third-party CLECs are not relevant in

this proceeding, although three CLECs and a wireless carrier intervened to express
their concerns about the effect of Windstream's tariff. The intervenors are NuVox
Communications, Inc., Sprint Communications Company, L.P. and its associated
companies, Xspedius Management Co. (now d/b/a tw telecom of ky, Ilc) and T-Mobile
USA, Inc. and its associated companies. The Attorney General is also an intervenor in

this proceeding.
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traffic to provide carriers such as the RLECs an alternative to negotiating an

agreement.'n

December 1, 2006, Windstream filed a revision to its General Customer

Services tariff, outlining costs for telecommunications service providers to send and

receive local transit traffic through a Windstream tandem and indirectly connect with a

third party subtending Windstream's tandem. The two rates included in the transit tariff

are $0.0030 for tandem-routed transit traffic and $0.0045 for end-office routed transit

traffic.'indstream states that these rates were established based on proposed rates

from another, larger carrier who had considered filing a similar tariff.'indstream

states that the end-office rate is included in the transit tariff strictly as a deterrent to

carriers attempting to use Windstream's end-office as a tandem, as it believes end-

offices are not designed to function as tandem facilities.'indstream contends that the

transit tariff provisions apply only if a telecommunications service provider uses

Windstream's network to transit its traffic to third parties in the absence of an agreement

with Windstream. Pursuant to established Commission policy, the tariff became

'irect Testimony of Kerry Smith at 4.

'n December 1, 2006, Windstream fled an Amended General Customer
Services Tariff, P.S.C. KY. No. 7. The transit tariff provisions are contained in Section
11 of that tariff.

'irect Testimony of Kerry Smith at 5.

Hearing Testimony of Kerry Smith at 186.

'irect Testimony at Kerry Smith at 6.
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effective 15 days after being submitted, as the Commission did not suspend the tariff

nor were any objections raised prior to the expiration of the 15
days.'he

RLECs filed this formal complaint with the Commission on December 28,

2006. Windstream filed Motions for Dismissal and Temporary Suspension and Answer

on January 29, 2007. Several carriers, as well as the Kentucky Attorney General'

Office of Rate Intervention, moved for intervention in this proceeding, which was

granted by the Commission by Orders dated February 26, 2007 and January 23, 2007,

respectively." On November 13, 2007, the Commission issued an Order denying

Windstream's motion for temporary suspension of the tariffed rates."" An informal

conference was held on February 28, 2008; however, from March 2008 to December

2008, the RLECs and Windstream provided written status updates to the Commission

each month indicating that they were actively engaging in settlement negotiations and

requested time to continue in those negotiations prior to being required to come back to

the Commission for another informal conference. In December 2008, Windstream

moved for dismissal of the proceeding, arguing that Windstream and several of the

Case No. 2002-00276, Petition of BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. for
Presumptive Validity of Tariff Filings (Ky. PSC Apr. 28, 2005). In this Order, the
Commission held that all tariffs submitted by incumbents and competitive carriers shall
be filed on 15 days'otice to the Commission and may, if the Commission orders, be
suspended or rejected at any time within that 15-day window. This Order applies to
tariffs affecting carrier-to-carrier services.

The RLECs'omplaint is filed pursuant to KRS 278.030, KRS 278.040, KRS
278.190, KRS 278.260, KRS 278.270, KRS 278.280, 807 KAR 5:001, 807 KAR 5:011,
and 47 U.S.C. g 151, et al.

See fn. 2, supra.

Windstream Kentucky West, Inc. was originally named as a defendant;
however, in the November 13, 2007 Order, the Commission granted the request to
dismiss this defendant because it did not file transit traffic rates within its tariff.
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RLECs were engaged in negotiations, inter aiia, for establishing written agreements

and, as of the date of the motion, most of the RLECs had re-directed the transit traffic

so that it no longer traversed Windstream's network. Therefore, Windstream argued

that no issues remained in the proceeding requiring a decision by the Commission.

After receiving responses from the RLECs and intervenors objecting to the dismissal,

the Commission denied the motion to dismiss and scheduled the case for a hearing by

Order dated January 26, 2009, despite the parties'epresentations that they had been

engaged in negotiations for a period of at least 10 months to establish written

interconnection agreements addressing transit traffic compensation.

During the course of this proceeding, Windstream has contended that it filed the

tariff because numerous CLECs have entered the marketplace without properly

investigating the markets in which they compete and identifying all local calling patterns.

Additionally, Windstream alleges that some RLECs were not consulting the centralized

local number portability switch databases"'o properly determine where local calls were

being terminated. VVindstream, in its attempt to provide for compensation for the

exchange of local traffic, put this tariff in place to account for situations ~here an

interconnection or Extended Area Service ("EAS")agreement is not present.

According to the RLECs, VVindstream's transit tariff creates two significant

problems. First, it deprives the RLECs of their ability to measure, control, and verify the

amount and nature of traffic being delivered to them by third-party carriers and exposes

them to unilateral terms developed by Windstream that do not adequately address the

RLECs'ights and interests,"'he RLECs argue that, by depriving them of this

"'lso known as performing local number portability inquiries or "LNP DlPs."

"'LEC Post-Hearing Brief at 3.
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opportunity, the tariff endangers the RLECs'inancial integrity. Additionally, the tariff

creates a significant disincentive for Windstream or other third-party carriers to

negotiate appropriate inter-carrier agreements with the RLECs because the tariff

discourages any such negotiations. Thus, the RLECs contend that what should be the

subject of negotiated inter-carrier agreements as contemplated by the

Telecommunications Act of 1996 ("Telecom Act") has, instead, been imposed on the

RLECs by way of Windstream's transit tariff without any meaningful opportunit'y to

negotiate appropriate terms and conditions.

DECISION

Procedurally, the tariff was filed in accordance with Commission rules for

incumbent and competitive carriers, as noted in the Order of November 13, 2007.

However, now that the Commission has had the advantage of a formal hearing, briefing

by the parties, and the opportunity to review the full scope of the federal law and court

decisions applicable to the issue of transit traffic, the Commission finds that

Windstream's tariff is in violation of federal law and cannot be allowed to stand. As will

be discussed in this portion of the Order, the rates, terms and conditions for the

facilitation of transit traffic cannot be placed into a tariff, especially a tariff devoted to

rates and terms for retail telephone customers; rather, they must be individually

negotiated between carriers, placed into written interconnection agreements, and then

filed for review and approval by the Commission.

Transit traffic results from indirect interconnection. All carriers, including

Windstream, have the duty to "interconnect directly or indirectly with the facilities and

equipment of other telecommunications carriers."" Section 251(c)(2) requires

47 U.S.C. 5 251(9)(1).
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incumbents such as Windstream to provide for interconnection with the local exchange

carrier's network for the transmission and routing of telephone exchange service and

exchange access. The "transiting" of traffic occurs when telephone calls are originated

by an end-user of a first telephone company and are sent over the network of a second

telephone company in order to reach another end-user who is a customer of a third

telephone company. This form of carrying the telephone call is called "indirect

interconnection" because the first telephone company and the third telephone company

do not have facilities directly connecting each other's networks. In the complaint at bar,

Windstream has been serving in the role of the second telephone company.

"Transiting" has become more common in telephone markets when competitive

companies have entered a specific market and acquired new telephone customers who

likely were former telephone customers of the incumbent telephone company in that

area (I.e., Windstream). As Windstream and each of the named RLECs are old, well-

established incumbents, they established "meet-points" with one another many years

ago to interconnect each other's networks in order to send telephone calls back and

forth. New competitors have now entered Windstream's market and now also need to

send traffic from their customers into the market of individual RLECs. However, as new

companies, they tend not to have an extensive physical network consisting of their own

facilities and, as an alternative, the new competitors rely on Windstream's network to

help send calls from the competitor into an RLEC's territory. As stated previously, the

Telecom Act places an affirmative duty upon Windstream to facilitate this telephone

arrangement, known as "transit traffic." The impetus leading to the Rl ECs'omplaint

was Windstream's unilateral decision that it should be reimbursed for facilitating transit

traffic based on rates it decided to put into a tariff. Tariffs are public documents
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detailing the services, equipment, and pricing offered by a telecom company to all

potential end-users, including business and residential customers and "other

telecommunications providers.""'owever, the Commission finds Windstream's actions

to be in violation of federal law.

Transit traffic terms, conditions and rates, as local traffic issues, fall within the

category of services and traffic arrangements that, by industry standards, are placed

within negotiated agreements and not within tariffs." The Telecom Act provides that

this traffic exchange be memorialized and outlined through interconnection agreements,

which are negotiated between carriers pursuant to 47 U.S.C. gg 251 and 252. In Qwest

Corp. v. Cox Nebraska Telecom, LLC, No. 08-3035, 2008 WL 5273687, 2-3 (D. Neb.

2008), the District Court held that the incumbent is required to provide transiting under

Section 251(c)(2). In Mich. Bell Tel. Co. v. Chappelle, 222 F.Supp.2d 905, 917-18 (E.D.

Mich. 2002), the Court held that state commissions were not preempted by federal law

from imposing a mandatory transiting obligation.

The Commission agrees with the Arkansas Public Service Commission that

transit service qualifies as an essential network service that, if withheld:

[C]ould deprive competitors of the economies of scale and scope inherent
in a ubiquitous network, a network largely paid for by captive ratepayers.
The incumbent could substantially raise rivals'osts by forcing them to
choose between paying supra-competitive prices for the service or

"'earing Testimony of Mr. Kerry Smith at 142. Windstream goes further and
states that it considers its general customer services tariff to qualify as "a local tariff that
handles the local type of situations, and that's what this transit traffic is, is local traffic.
So we put it in the local tariff."

Hearing Testimony of Bill Macgruder at 44, 45.
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constructing direct trunking connections with other carriers that cannot be
economically justified by the anticipated volumes of

traffic."'ocal

transit arrangements for CLEC-originated traffic, under the most ideal

circumstances, cannot be the subject of tariffing. The use of inter-carrier facilities and

services belongs under the domain of carrier-to-carrier negotiation, as provided under

the Telecom Act."'he Commission finds that, as transit traffic involves the

transmission of local traffic which, as a carrier-to-carrier service, belongs within the

boundaries of negotiated interconnection agreements or EAS agreements, tariffs are

not the proper venue for transit traffic arrangements and should not be used by

Kentucky carriers for denoting the costs and terms for those arrangements. The holding

is consistent with the Commission's prior Orders on this
issue."'indstream

has previously noted that it has negotiated transit traffic

arrangements with other carriers and placed such arrangements within the confines of

interconnection agreements, including the competitor affiliates and subsidiaries of some

of the RLECs." Based on this admission, the Commission finds that Windstream is

cognizant that written agreements are the proper venue for outlining these

arrangements. Under 47 U.S.C.g 251(c) of the Telecom Act, incumbent carriers have a

"'elcove Inv., LLC Petition for Arbitration, Docket No. 04-167-U at 37-38
(Arkansas Pub. Serv. Comm'n Memorandum and order Sept. 15, 2005).

"'erizon North, Inc. v. Strand, 309 F.3d 935, 940 (Sixth Cir. 2002) (citations
omitted).

Case No. 2004-00044, Joint Petition for Arbitration of NewSouth
Communications Corp., et al. of an Interconnection Agreement with BellSouth
Telecommunications, Inc. Pursuant to Section 252(b) of the Communications Act of
1934, as Amended (Ky. PSC Sept. 26, 2005 and Mar. 14, 2006).

See Windstream's Motions for Dismissal and Temporary Suspension and
Answer at 2. Filed January 26, 2007.
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duty to negotiate the terms and conditions of interconnection, in addition to the duty of

facilitating the basic acts of interconnection for local exchange service on, among other

things, a non-discriminatory basis. Incumbents are required to provide transit service to

carriers in Kentucky, and the Commission finds that there is no difference in this

obligation when an incumbent provides this service for competitors or other incumbents

and negotiated agreements must be established outlining the rates, terms, and

conditions for facilitating this traffic. Therefore, the Commission finds that Windstream

acted inappropriately in filing a revised General Customer Services Tariff that outlined

rates for the transmission of transit traffic across its network,

The Commission notes that the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC")

has routinely refused to decide this specific issue, stating that "[tjo date, the [FCCj's

rules have not required incumbent LECs to provide transiting." " However, the FCC

amended its rules to prohibit local exchange carriers ("LECs") from imposing

compensation obligations for non-access traffic pursuant to tariff, stating that "precedent

suggests that the Commission intended for compensation arrangements to be

negotiated agreements" and finding that "negotiated agreements between carriers are

more consistent with the pro-competitive process and policies reflected in the 1996

Review of the Section 251 Unbundling Obligations of Incumbent Local
Carriers, Report and Order and Order on Remand and Further Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking, 18 F.C.C.R. 19020, $ 534, n. 1640 (2003); see also Petition of Worldcom,
Inc. Pursuant to Section 252(E)(5) of the Comm. Act for Preemption of the Jurisdiction
of the Va. State Corp. Comm'n, Order on Reconsideration, 19 F.C.C.R. 8467, $ 3
(2004); Review of the Section 251 Unbundling Obligations of Incumbent Local
Exchange Carriers, Report and Order on Remand and Further Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking, 18 F.C.C.R.16978, 'g 534, n. 1640 (2003).
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Act."" Transit traffic is a non-access form of traffic and, by the FCC's reasoning, those

compensation arrangements cannot be proffered by tariff.

Having reviewed the evidence in the record and the law applicable to these

issues, the Commission finds that Windstream's transit tariff will create a significant

disincentive for Windstream to conduct individual negotiations for interconnection or

EAS agreements that incorporate transit traffic compensation rates. If the Commission

were to allow Windstream's tariff to remain on file and keep those rates in place, the

Commission would be allowing Windstream to act pro interesse suo without fair

consideration to the overall goal of the Telecom Act, which is to have a multitude of

carriers compete in the market and allow for the use of another's facilities for fair

remuneration outlined within negotiated agreements.

Interconnection is the physical linking of two networks for the mutual exchange of

traffic." Interconnection agreements implement an important right provided by federal

law —the right of CLECs to have indirect interconnection, as outlined in Section

251(a)(1). These agreements outline the ongoing obligations related to a facility or

equipment used in the provision of telecommunications service. Without indirect

interconnection, there would likely be no local competition in Kentucky. It is, simply,

economically infeasible for all competitive carriers (or, for that matter, all LECs) to

In the Matter of Developing a Unified Inteicarrier Compensation Regime; T-
Mobile et al. Petition for Declaratory Ruling Regarding Incumbent LEC Wireless
Termination Tariffs, CC Docket No. 01-92, Declaratory Ruling and Report and Order, 20
FCC Rcd 4855, 19-21 (2005).

" Qwest Corporation v. Public Utilities Commission of Colorado, 479 F.3d 1184,
1192 (Tenth Cir. 2007).

Id. at 1193.
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establish direct interconnection arrangements with every other competitive carrier.

Windstream's transit traffic tariff provides indirect interconnection; however, it does so in

a manner inconsistent with prior decisions of the Commission and in violation of federal

law.

Because the RLECs are serving as the terminating carriers for an increasingly

large amount of traffic delivered to them by Windstream but the traffic in question is

originated by the end-users of third-party CLECs, RLECs have the same right to

measure, control, and verify the amount and type of traffic sent to them as does

Windstream. Windstream has clearly recognized the importance of measuring and

controlling third-party traffic. The record for this proceeding demonstrates that

Windstream has entered into interconnection agreements with at least 59 carriers for

tandem rates applied to transit traffi. 'indstream has the right to have originating

carriers pay for the transiting of their traffic. It is a fact of being in a competitive

telephone marketplace that incumbents will lose customers to CLECs providing service

within their incumbent service territories. This fact is not new to Windstream, as it is an

established incumbent carrier and is well aware that third-party traffic exists. The

Commission finds, however, that Windstream's action of creating tariffed rates is neither

a practical nor a lawful solution for addressing the costs and use of facilities for carrying

transit traffic.

Tariffs are general in nature; particularly, a general customer services tariff does

not contain terms, costs, and conditions applicable to other carriers. Those tariffs are,

pursuant to telephone industry standards, typically venues for terms and rates for retail

"See Windstream's Responses to Commission Staff Data Request, Response
1, filed March 20, 2009. End-office rates are not placed in Windstream's agreements.
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end-users. Conversely, access tariffs are used by carriers to outline the terms, rates,

and conditions for the facilitation of intra-state, long-distance (access) traffic with other

carriers. Transit traffic concerns only the exchange of local traffic, which is a creature of

the industry not properly falling into either category of traffic created by retail end-users

or access traffic created by other carriers. The terms and conditions of transit traffic

exchange belong within an interconnection agreement, as those written, negotiated

agreements will be specific to the local traffic and network issues of carriers providing

service across an incumbent's network. Agreements creating ongoing obligations

pertaining to interconnection must be filed pursuant to Sections 251 and 252 of the

Telecom Act. Section 252 does not limit the type of agreements that must be submitted

to state commissions."

As the record demonstrates, the RLECs have used Windstream's facilities to

originate transit traffic and to have transit traffic terminated on their networks without

agreements specifically addressing use of and compensation for such traffic. Although,

as of December 16, 2006, the tariff was approved by the Commission, we find that the

rates, terms, and conditions were improperly and unreasonably applied to services that

were not general in nature and are, therefore, unenforceable and cannot be applied.

The method by which Windstream acted to put the tandem and end-office rates into

place does not follow Commission precedent or the tenets of the Telecom Act." As the

Qwest Corporation, supra, 479 F.3d at 1189, 1190.

" The record does not demonstrate whether the CLECs are paying Windstream
for transiting their originating traffic for termination to the RLECs. The Commission
assumes that such compensation arrangements are outlined within the various CLEC-
Windstream interconnection agreements. If, after the RLECs and Windstream develop
interconnection agreements (if so desired) which result in Windstream's receiving
double payment for transiting third-party traffic, the affected CLECs would need to
formally bring their individual concerns to the Commission for resolution.
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method has been found to be unlawful, Windstream cannot be permitted to collect the

rates of $0.0030 for tandem-office routed transit traffic and $0.0045 for end-office routed

transit traffic, as provided in the tariff.

The Commission finds that Sections 251 and 252 of the Telecom Act require that

the terms, rates, and conditions for interconnection between carriers be memorialized in

a negotiated agreement, and this includes the terms, rates, and conditions applied to

transit traffic. Transit traffic is an essential function of interconnecting telephone

networks, and the compensation and conditions for that interconnection simply cannot

be outlined within a tariff. For this reason, the Commission finds that Windstream's tariff

violated the tenets of the Telecom Act and cannot be applied to the RLECs or any other

carrier and is void ab initio. Windstream cannot collect those tariffed rates either

retroactively or prospectively. The Commission finds that the transit tariff itself will not

be allowed to remain on file and, if Windstream desires to charge for the indirect

facilitation of traffic, Windstream must negotiate written agreements that include such

terms and rates. Negotiating parties are free to agree to any transit traffic rates they

desire, as long as no portion of the agreement discriminates against any

telecommunications carriers not parties to the agreement and the implementation of the

agreement is consistent with the public interest, convenience, and necessity.

The rates in question were placed into the General Subscriber Services Tariff,

which, by common industry practice, is to contain rates that apply to retail customers,

not other telephone carriers. As these rates were placed within a retail services tariff,

"See oenerallv Citv of Russellville v. Public Service Commission of KentuckY,
2005 WL 385077 (Ky. App. 2005) {The Court held that, although the Commission erred
in allowing a utility's tariff to go into effect as a matter of law, that error cannot be used
to allow a utility to avoid compliance with its statutory and regulatory obligations
requiring notice to wholesale customers of those new rates).
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the complainants would have no reasonable basis to be aware that it would unilaterally

impose costs and obligations on them as carriers. The Telecom Act intends that

reciprocal compensation arrangements apply to local traffic exchanged between

carriers. Windstream's tariff serves as a method of circumventing the Telecom Act and

the public policy supporting it, which favors written and negotiated reciprocal

agreements. FCC regulation 47 C.F.R g 51.703, requiring LECs to establish

compensation arrangements for transport and termination of telecommunications traffic,

and 47 U.S.C. g 251(c)(1) specifically impose a duty upon carriers to negotiate

reciprocal compensation arguments in good faith. In the event that, in seeking

negotiations with other carriers on transit rates, Windstream finds that other carriers are

not acting in good faith or refuse to negotiate in any meaningful way, Windstream

should invoke the authority of the Commission for the creation of an agreement,

pursuant to KRS 278.542(1)(a) and (b), and not seek the self-help measure of

improperly tariffing new rates which belong solely within the confines of a written

agreement. The state's role in assisting in the process of forming interconnection

agreements is well-established." Such unilateral tariffing and circumventing of the

negotiation process obliterates the outlined mechanics in the Telecom Act to preserve

the benefits of competition through mandated negotiation of the rights and obligations of

network interconnection."

The Commission finds that Windstream's transit traffic service rates cannot be

allowed to stand, because they clearly violate the intent and the letter of the Telecom

Act. To allow the tariff to be applied on a going-forward basis would lead to an

Verizon North v. Strand, 367 F.3d 577, 584-5 (Sixth Cir. 2004).

so
ld
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unreasonable result, as the Commission would then be sanctioning Windstream's

violation of the intent of the Telecom Act requiring negotiations and written agreements

outlining the terms and costs for interconnection. Additionally, to allow Windstream to

collect money from the RLECs for transit traffic traversing Windstream's network after

the implementation date of the tariff through the individual dates by which each RLEC

re-directed the transit traffic would be unlawful under the Telecom Act.

Therefore, by this Order, the Commission finds that Windstream's transit traffic

tariff is to be withdrawn as of the date of this Order and Windstream is prohibited from

collecting past-due amounts from carriers billed pursuant to those transit traffic rates. If

the third-party traffic arrangements have not been resolved, Windstream and each

complainant should begin negotiations for the establishment of an interconnection

agreement that specifically addresses the rates, terms, and conditions for the origination

and termination of transit traffic traversing portions of Windstream's network. If the

parties fail to reach a negotiated agreement on this issue, they should invoke the

authority of this Commission through the filing of a petition for arbitration of the rates,

terms, and conditions for the origination and termination of transit traffic that are to be

included in an interconnection agreement.

HIGHLAND TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, INC.
AND BRANDENBURG TELEPHONE COMPANY

The parties have repeatedly asserted that the transiting circumstances within the

territory of Highland Telephone Cooperative, Inc. ("Highland" ) differ greatly than those of
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the other RLEC complainants. " Windstream is the tandem provider for Highland, and

the transit traffic at issue in Highland's service area concerns a wireless provider.

Windstream and the RLECs have repeatedly asserted that, due to the wireless nature of

the transit traffic, the Commission's findings and decisions in this proceeding may not

be easily applied to Highland for the resolution of the reciprocal compensation

questions. 'herefore, Highland and Windstream are specifically instructed to

separately negotiate an interconnection agreement specific to the local traffic issues for

Highland, in accordance with this Order. If the parties determine that there are unique

facts and unresolved legal questions regarding the Highland-Windstream traffic

exchange that cannot be addressed by the findings and conclusions outlined within this

Order, the Commission encourages the parties to submit these matters to the

Commission for investigation and resolution. The parties shall submit the Highland-

Windstream dispute as a new complaint or petition which shall be assigned a new case

number by the Commission.

Additionally, the dispute between Brandenburg and Windstream centers on the

facilitation of Internet Service Provider traffic to Verizon originating with Brandenburg's

customers and transited through Windstream's end-office in Elizabethtown (Hardln

County). The dispute is being addressed within Commission Case No. 2008-00203."

The parties assert that Highland subtends Windstream's tandem, which
means that Highland has an end-office that provides the dial tone point of
interconnection for end-users and has a trunk directed to Windstream's tandem office.
The design directly helps Highland's end-users reach a variety of long-distance carriers.
Hearing Testimony at 28-29, 33-34, 71, 83, 125.

" Windstream Motion to Dismiss at 2. Filed December 8, 2008.

Case No. 2008-00203, Investigation into Traffic Dispute between
Brandenburg Telephone Company, Windstream Kentucky East, LLC, and Verizon
Access„ filed July 1, 2008.
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The Commission finds that it has already rendered decisions and shall render more

decisions as to the Brandenburg-Verizon-Windstream traffic and compensation issue

exclusively within Case Number 2008-00203. Therefore, this action need not remain

open solely for the purpose of addressing the Hardin County issue. All final decisions in

that traffic arrangement shall be exclusively decided within Case Number 2008-00203.

CONCLUSION

The Commission finds that, in determining that negotiated agreements shall

serve as the sole venue for the placement of transit rates, Windstream's tariff goes

against the public interest of maintaining a healthy and fair competitive environment for

Kentucky telephone companies and violates the letter and tenets of the Telecom Act.

The tariff is found to be unlawful, unreasonable, and unjust and, by this Order, cannot

be applied retrospectively or prospectively and is hereby cancelled. Windstream shall

withdraw its current tariff and file a revised tariff that eliminates references to transit

traffic rates.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that:

1. Windstream's transit traffic tariff is cancelled and shall not be applied to

any carrier.

Windstream shall withdraw its General Customer Services tariff containing

the transit traffic service rates no later than 10 days from the date of this Order and shall

file a revised General Customer Services tariff no later than five days thereafter.

3. The parties shall negotiate the necessary rates, terms, and conditions for

the facilitation of transit traffic arrangements in accordance with the Commission's

findings outlined within this Order.
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4. This matter is closed and removed from. the Commission's docket.

8y the Commission

ENTERED

AU6 t 3 N1IO

KENTUCKY PUBI IC
SERVICE COMMISSION
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